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I am a firm believer in the idea that 
what you see is what you should get. 
If you’re promised the moon, anything 

short of it is wrong. Some of the biggest 
disappointments in my life are when I was 
sold a bill of goods that just didn’t add up. 
Law school and a job at a certain law firm 
comes to mind where what was delivered 
was way short of what was promised. I nev-
er did get a bonus for those fees I brought 
into that law firm. I like to 
tell things like it is. That’s 
why many of the large re-
tirement plan providers out 
there have a thing against 
me because I’m going to 
burst their bubble by tell-
ing you that there is no 
such thing as a unicorn and 
that the fiduciary warranty 
they have been promoting 
is most likely worthless. 
This article is about the 
worthlessness of 401(k) 
Fiduciary Warranties and 
how plan sponsors should 
avoid relying them as a 
form of liability protection. 

The most popular F word 
in the retirement indus-
try these days is fiduciary. 
Providers of all sorts in-
cluding yours truly have 
been expressing to plan sponsors that they 
have a fiduciary responsibility as the fi-
duciary of their plan and that they have a 
fiduciary duty to their plan participants. A 
fiduciary duty is the highest duty of care 
in law and equity. Thanks to an upswing 
in participant lawsuits, as well as more 
oversight by the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice (IRS) and the Department of Labor 
(DOL), plan sponsors are starting to under-
stand the seriousness of being a fiduciary. 

Many plan providers have offered prod-
ucts and services to help plan sponsors im-

plement good practices to minimize a plan’s 
fiduciary liability. Some of these providers 
have offered ERISA fiduciary services to 
help assume some of the liability that plan 
sponsors have, basically lightening the load 
for them. There are third party administra-
tors offering ERISA §3(16) administrator 
services while there are registered invest-
ment advisors offering ERISA §3(21) or 
§3(38) fiduciary services which can help 

plan sponsors shed some or most of their 
fiduciary liability in managing the fidu-
ciary process. These ERISA services are a 
welcome addition to this industry because 
it allows plan sponsors to delegate some 
or most of their fiduciary responsibility to 
those with the training to handle it, but it al-
lows other providers to use savvy marketing 
to exploit the appetite for fiduciary services 
without offering anything of real value. 

A fiduciary warranty sounds nice and re-
ally important, but it’s something that isn’t 
worth much. It also may make some plan 

sponsors assume certain protections that 
aren’t there because they use the word fi-
duciary. A fiduciary warranty is like light-
ning insurance; actually I think a plan 
sponsor has a better change of getting hit 
by lightning than a plan sponsor being de-
fended through one of these warranties. 

The word warranty in business carries 
great importance because it entices a con-

sumer to buy products or 
services because it sug-
gests that the company of-
fering the products or ser-
vices is standing by them. 
Of course, as with any war-
ranty, there are terms and 
conditions that limit that 
warranty that people who 
don’t read the fine print find 
out in most unfortunate cir-
cumstances that they won’t 
be covered. Ask me about 
my home insurance policy 
after Hurricane Sandy.

 
 When they hear the 

words “fiduciary war-
ranty”, I assume most plan 
sponsors think that these 
plan providers will either 
serve in some sort of a fi-
duciary capacity or indem-
nify the plan sponsor in 

any lawsuits brought by plan participants 
for any claim for a breach of fiduciary duty. 
Of course, these providers go out of their 
way to make sure that they are not iden-
tified as serving in any fiduciary capacity 
and the fine print in these warranties in-
dicate that the providers will only defend 
plan sponsors in only in rare instances.

I have reviewed warranties from several 
providers and they are usually cut from the 
same cloth. While the language on a war-
ranty is pretty clear, I have been an ERISA 
attorney for more than 16 years and I know 
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the tricks of the trade. A plan 
sponsor who in most of these 
situations isn’t working with an 
ERISA attorney assumes that 
the plan provider will indem-
nify the plan fiduciaries in any 
alleged ERISA §404(c) breach 
in a participant directed retire-
ment plan. The warranty only 
states that the investment op-
tions that this provider selected 
were prudent, satisfied the Sec-
tion 404(c) requirement of of-
fering a “broad range of invest-
ment alternatives”, and that the 
investment strategies provide a 
suitable basis for plan partici-
pants to construct well diver-
sified portfolios. So the warranty will in-
demnify a plan sponsor if they are sued for 
not having a broad range of investments in 
their fund lineup. Sounds like a great war-
ranty? Actually, I don’t think that the war-
ranty is worth the paper that it’s written on.

That whole broad range requirement is 
rather broad; I am unaware of any plan fi-
duciaries ever being sued on that require-
ment. To comply with the simple broad 
range requirement, the plan fiduciaries 
must first decide on the asset classes (e.g., 
stocks and bonds) and styles (e.g., large 
cap U.S. equity growth fund, small cap 
U.S. equity value) for the “core” invest-
ments of the plan. So plan sponsors need 
to offer a diverse group of investments.

While this bundled provider states that 
the investments offered are consistent with 
the fiduciary standard, the plan’s invest-
ment fiduciaries still must monitor the in-
vestment options to insure that each con-
tinues to meet the criteria for the asset class 
and style and is performing well enough to 
continue to be offered to the participants.

Making a warranty that the investments 
offered in the plan are part of a broad range 
of investments and are prudent are only 
a couple of ways where a plan fiduciary 
can be sued for an ERISA Section §404(c) 
breach. A plan sponsor and fiduciary can 
still be sued for not formulating an in-
vestment policy statement or not offering 
investment education to plan participants. 
There are thousands of mutual funds out 
there; it’s not so hard to find five funds that 
make that broad range requirement or a 
claim that the investments are prudent. It’s 
especially easy to meet the broad range of 

requirements if the plan sponsor is working 
with an investment advisor because they 
certainly should have the background to se-
lect the funds to meet this easy requirement.

A fiduciary warranty is almost absolutely 
no protection for plan fiduciaries, it’s like 
buying car insurance that only covers you 
in a head on collision or a life insurance 
policy that only pays on accidental death. 
It’s a warranty that warranties very little. 
The fiduciary warranty is no substitute for 
an ERISA §3(16) plan administrator or an 
ERISA §3(21) or ERISA §3(38) fiduciary 
or a co-fiduciary. Unless a bundled pro-
vider assumes some sort of fiduciary ca-
pacity, the plan sponsor as a plan fiduciary 
is not being protected. It also creates doubt 
in a plan sponsor on whether they need to 
purchase fiduciary liability insurance if 
they assume that the company producing 
a fiduciary warranty is actually a fiduciary. 

There are some plan providers who claim 
that their warranties offer some protection, 
but I have yet to see one with any substan-
tive protection. If there is one, I’d stop 
writing these articles on an annual basis.

The fiduciary warranty is a deceptive 
practice. Sure, the plan providers will claim 
that the limits on their warranty are fully 
disclosed and they are correct. However, 
most plan sponsors who don’t use the ser-
vices of an independent ERISA attorney 
will not understand that the protection of 
liability for the broad range of investments 
requirements under ERISA §404(c) is such 
a small part of fiduciary liability and very 
few cases against plan fiduciaries are ever 
litigated on that requirement because it is 
such an easy task. So much of the retirement 
plan industry is predicated on the assump-

tion that plan sponsors will not 
closely monitor what they sign 
in their agreements with plan 
sponsors. Some small print on 
the back of a 401(k) fiduciary 
warranty can not deflate the as-
sumptions that it creates when 
they combine the words “fi-
duciary” and “warranty” and 
these plan providers know that.

One of my best friends in the 
industry (and fellow die-hard 
Mets fan) probably has the best 
line when it comes to fiduciary 
warranties, but I can’t give him 
his credit because his employer 
probably wouldn’t want the 

recognition. My friend, Bill said that the 
plan providers who offer fiduciary war-
ranties are insurance companies. Bill says 
that insurance companies make money by 
insuring risk and he asks how much is the 
fiduciary warranty really worth if these 
insurance companies are willing to give 
them away for free?  You know the answer, 
nothing. An actuary would never sign off 
on these warranties for free if there is any 
intent for plan sponsors to be covered. 

Don’t be had by a pale imitation, 
only go for real fiduciaries and real fi-
duciary protection. Make sure you re-
view your plan provider contracts and 
warranties for the fine print. Someone 
who is not willing to be a fiduciary isn’t 
worth the same as the one who will.


